1. Headquarters appreciates the Station's concern over becoming involved in an exchange of information with SMITH on the local level as outlined in HMA 22225. The Station should follow the guide set forth in both dispatches No. 3531 of January 1963 and No. 3749 of April 1963, which authorizes the Station to pass, preferably orally, the gist of really priority timely information believed to be of value to SMITH. This includes such information as that described in Paragraph 2 below. With the exception of LIFTER reports, routine reporting would not be passed orally or in writing to SMITH. Any information passed either orally or in writing should, according to the cited recent dispatches, be indicated on the Subject sheets of the intel reports and should be listed on Form No. 1522.

2. Any reports on Guatemala and any information affecting the safety and sovereignty of British Honduras should be cabled to London and Washington indicating those portions which may be passed to SMITH.

3. SMITH is planning to be at Headquarters in December 1963 for a day or two and the particular questions raised in referenced dispatch will be discussed with him at that time. The Station will be informed of the results of these discussions.

4. In the meantime, since the general agreement between KUBEK and SMITH is that KUBEK will provide SMITH with information on Eastern Hemisphere matters, steps will be taken to increase the flow of intelligence reports to SMITH. For the Station's information, practically no reports emanating from Mexico from sources other than LIFTER, have been considered of sufficient value for passage to SMITH, but this matter is not under review.
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